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Abstract

Recent development in wireless communication-based positioning technology brings significant challenge of
detecting the weak signal component arriving from the direct propagation path for time-of-arrival (TOA)-based
approach. Due to the common obstruction of the direct propagation path in dense multipath environments,
identification of the weak direct path in these environments can be very difficult via the classical correlation-based
estimator in the presence of interference from significant later arriving multipath components. A new direct path
detection scheme using the multipath interference cancelation is presented in this article. For data communication
purpose, an iterative estimator with improved accuracy for joint channel and data estimation is first developed; based
on which, the interference of multipath components are reconstructed and subtracted from the original received
signal. With the aid of the detected data, an enhanced preamble is formulated. The accuracy of direct path detection is
substantially improved by using the correlation between the multipath interference-suppressed signal and the
enhanced preamble. Semi-analytical expression of the performance of the iterative estimator is derived. The analysis
enables the system to determine an automatic stopping criterion to reduce the computational complexity of the
iterative process. The performance of the direct path detection is also analyzed in terms of the
signal-to-interference-noise ratio (SINR) and compared with that of the conventional approach. Computer simulation
results show the superiority of the proposed direct path detection. The accuracy of the positioning system using the
proposed method is also evaluated in dense multipath environments.

Keywords: Direct path, Later path, Multipath interference cancelation, Time-of-arrival, Dense multipath environment,
Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing

Introduction
Positioning techniques using wireless communication sig-
nals have attracted considerable attention, especially in
dense multipath environments where the Global Posi-
tioning System (GPS) is often unreliable [1,2]. Potential
applications include navigation, location-aware services,
and asset tracking [3,4]. A few positioning system using
data communication systems, e.g., cellular network [5,6],
wireless local area network (WLAN) [7], digital televi-
sion (DTV) [8], ultrawide bandwidth (UWB) [2,9-11],
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and wireless sensor networks [12,13] have been investi-
gated in the literature. In these systems, time-of-arrival
(TOA)-based approach is commonly preferred where the
timing of the signal arriving from the direct propagation
path is estimated and used for further location estima-
tion [14,15]. However, significant challenges arise in dense
multipath environments, where the direct signal propa-
gation path is often blocked by various obstacles such as
buildings, pedestrians and slowly-moving vehicles, mak-
ing the strength of the direct path significantly weaker
than those of later paths (LPs) from scattering, reflection
or refraction.
TOA estimation can be achieved by the classical

correlation-based estimator, where the correlation is per-
formed between a signal templatea and its received ver-
sion, and the timing of the first detected peak of the
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correlation output is considered as the TOA [9,16]. How-
ever, this method has limiting factors for positioning sys-
tem using communication signals. The training sequence,
designed for data communications, has limited duration
in order to improve the transmission efficiency and there-
fore, the correlation peak of the first path is not distinct.
Furthermore, due to the multipath propagation effect,
the desired signal component of the first path is inter-
fered by the superposition of the signal components of
the LPs. In this case, the correlation output can exhibit
adjacent peaks with similar or larger magnitude due to
the large multipath interference, leading to ambiguity
in the selection of the correct peak corresponding to
the first path. Therefore, it is very difficult to reliably
detect the weak direct path from the wireless signals con-
sisting of strong multiple components and thus, large
positioning error is inevitable when the direct path is
erroneously identified.
To facilitate the TOA estimation with higher accu-

racy, super-resolution schemes that jointly estimate the
amplitude and the relative delay of each path were pro-
posed in [17-19]. Despite the extremely high computa-
tional complexity the methods entail, the results show
that these estimators do not always lead to good TOA
estimation. For real applications with complexity con-
straints, several simple techniques have been proposed
to detect the first path. Energy detection-based method
was proposed in [20-23]. However, the energy detec-
tor can perform poorly when the strength of the first
path is not the strongest one. Meanwhile, threshold-based
approach to detect the first path by comparing the cor-
relation output with a particular threshold [20,24-29]
are gaining interests due to their potential for complete
analog implementation, and therefore, particularly attrac-
tive to low cost battery-powered devices, e.g., mobile
receivers. However, the threshold-based correlation esti-
mator with the solutions to the aforementioned practical
challenges in dense multipath environments remains large
space undisclosed.
We introduced the idea of multipath interference can-

celation in [30]; however, with a simple system model
and performance evaluation under static channel. Fur-
thermore, the theoretical performance and the practical
constraints, e.g., complexity issues, have not been consid-
ered. In this article, we propose a direct path detection
scheme using multipath interference cancelation for accu-
rate TOA estimation in dense multipath environments.
We consider an Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multi-
plexing (OFDM)-based communication system, which is
widely adopted in various broadband wireless applications
[31] and demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed direct
path detectionmethod in communication-based position-
ing systems. For data communication purpose, an iterative
estimator for joint channel estimation and data detection

with progressively improved accuracy is first proposed
to achieve better performance of data communication.
Based on the output of the iterative estimator, we pro-
pose to reconstruct and mitigate the multipath compo-
nents from the received signals. Data-aidedmethod is also
used to construct an enhanced preamble. The new direct
path detection is therefore based on the cross-correlation
between the multipath interference-suppressed signal and
the enhanced preamble. Considering the computational
burden for the mobile receivers, the characteristics of the
iterative estimator is studied by deriving a semi-analytical
expression of the variance of the estimation error and
the convergence conditions. An automatic stopping crite-
rion is further developed to avoid the unnecessary com-
putational complexity and allow a tradeoff between the
performance degradation and computational burden. The
performance of the direct path detection is analyzed by
deriving the signal-to-noise-interference ratio (SINR)b.
Monte Carlo simulations are carried out to evaluate and
verify the performance and effectiveness of different mod-
ules as well as the overall method.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. The

model of the OFDM-based communication system is pre-
sented in Section ‘OFDM-based communication system
with positioning capability’. The challenges of the classi-
cal correlation-based estimator for TOA estimation are
also addressed in Section ‘OFDM-based communication
system with positioning capability’. In Section ‘Proposed
direct path detection scheme’, a new direct path detec-
tion scheme using the multipath interference cancelation
and data-aided techniques are proposed. Performance
analysis is presented in Section ‘Performance analysis of
the proposed direct path detection method’ and demon-
strated byMonte Carlo simulations in Section ‘Simulation
results and discussions’. Finally, we conclude the article in
Section ‘Conclusion’.
Notations: Throughout the article, if no special note

is given, we denote vectors and matrices with letters in
bold fonts and scalars with nonbold forms. For any vari-
able X, we denote its corresponding estimated version
by X̂ and the corresponding estimation error by �X �
X − X̂. Superscript T denotes transpose and superscript
H denotes the conjugate transpose. tr(·) denotes the trace
of a matrix. I denotes the identity matrix. ‖ · ‖ denotes the
Frobenius norm of a matrix.

OFDM-based communication systemwith
positioning capability
Systemmodel
We consider a typical signal frame structure of OFDM-
based communication system in Figure 1. Denote the
preamble signal by p � [a0, a1, . . . , aP−1] with length P
which is periodically multiplexed with OFDM data stream
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Figure 1 Signal frame structure of an OFDM-based communication system.

for initial synchronization and channel estimation pur-
poses. x � [x0, x1, . . . , xN−1] denotes the OFDM data
symbol where

xn = 1√
N

N−1∑
k=0

Xkej
2πkn
N , n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,N − 1, (1)

where Xk denotes the complex data on the kth sub-
carrier and N is the total number of subcarriers. We
denote the channel impulse response vector by h �
[h0, h1, . . . , hL−1]T with channel order L. In practice, L is
usually unknown at the receiver. Furthermore, we assume
that the receiver does not know the position of the first
path h0. Therefore, we replace h by an L′-dimension
vector

h′ �
[
0Lh×1 hT 0Lt×1

]T
,

where Lh and Lt are design parameters which depend
on the observation range of initial synchronization and
the maximum expected channel delay spread, respec-
tively. Note that our main focus here is on the direct
path detection for positioning purposes and therefore, In
the following, it is reasonable to assume that in conven-
tional communication system, the guard intervals (GIs)
are longer than L′. The data symbols are free of intersym-
bol interference (ISI) for data communication purposes.
However, for the direct path detection, the signal com-
ponent of the direct path is interfered by those of the
multipath within each data symbol. The challenges will be
explained in detail in the following section. The received
signal can then be written in the following vector-matrix
form

yp = Ph′ + wp, (2)
yx = XMh′ + wx, (3)

where we have defined the following matrices:

[P]m,n = [p](m−n)p , 1 ≤ m ≤ p, 1 ≤ n ≤ L′

[XM]m,n = [x](m−n)N , 1 ≤ m ≤ N , 1 ≤ n ≤ L′.

yp and yx represent the received vectors correspond-
ing to the preamble signal and the OFDM data sym-
bol, respectively. wp and wx denote the additive white

Gaussian noise (AWGN) vectors with zero mean and
variance σ 2

n .

Classical correlation-based TOA estimator
The conventional approach, which is based on the cross-
correlation between the received signal and the local sig-
nal template, is widely used in communications as well
as positioning systems. The time index of the earliest
detected peak on the correlation output can then be con-
verted to the corresponding arrival time of the signal
traveling along the direct propagation path. However, our
approach aims for positioning with traditional commu-
nication systems where the existing signal structures are
not originally designed for good positioning capabilities,
e.g., short preamble signal, and therefore, the first path
can have a weak correlation peak and it is also severely
distorted by the interference from later arriving multipath
components in dense multipath environments. We now
analyze the performance of this method.
Mathematically, we can write the cross-correlation

between the received signal and the preamble as follows,

corr
(
y,p
)
m ≡

p−1∑
n=0

yn+ma∗
n, (4)

Once the first correlation peak corresponding to the direct
path is detected atm = m0, (4) can be further written as

corr
(
y,p
)
m0

=
p−1∑
n=0

[L−1∑
l=0

hla(n−l+m0)p + wn+m0

]
a∗
n

=
p−1∑
n=0

(L−1∑
l=0

hla(n−l+m0)pa
∗
n + wn+m0a∗

n

)

= ph0︸︷︷︸
Peak

+
L−1∑
l=1

Clhl
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ILPs

+
p−1∑
n=0

wn+m0a∗
n︸ ︷︷ ︸

Noise

, (5)

where (·)p represents the operation of modulo p and Cl =∑p−1
n=0 a(n−l+m0)a∗

n denotes the cyclic correlation value of
the preamble. ILPs denotes the interference components
from the LPs. Note that Cl may vary depending on the
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use of different pseudo random sequence. In the follow-
ing analysis, we concentrate on an m-sequence as the
preamble signal. The following remarks are of interest.

1. m-sequence exhibits excellent correlation properties
[32] such that the interference components from the
LPs in (5) have been minimized by the preamble
itself. In this case, the performance gain of the
proposed direct path detection over the classical
estimator will serve as a lower bound for other cases.
Therefore, improved performance gain can further
be expected when other types of preambles are used.

2. Unlike some complex-valued sequences, the
m-sequence has low hardware implementation
complexity which has been widely employed in
various research works and real applications, e.g.,
synchronization in OFDM systems [33,34].

Subsequently, we have the cyclic correlation value Cl =
−1 for l �= 0. SINR is used as a criterion to evaluate the
performance of the estimator. For (5), the SINR of the
classical correlation-based estimator can be formulated as

SINRcorr = p2E
[|h0|2]

E
[
L−1∑
l=1

|hl|2
]

+ E
[
p−1∑
n=0

|wn+m0an ∗ |2
]

= p2σ 2
0

L−1∑
l=1

σ 2
l + pσ 2

n

. (6)

The SINR can be verified by noting that {hl} are indepen-
dent, {an} are known numbers and {wn} are also indepen-
dent. In wireless environments such as indoor or dense
commercial areas, the strength of the direct path is often
significantly weaker than the LPs due to the obstructions,
e.g., σ 2

0 	 ∑L−1
l=1 σ 2

l . Therefore, interference from LPs’
components shown in (6) can have large negative impact
on the SINR. It is straightforward to see that the duration
of the preamble signal p and the interference from the LPs
are twomain challenges in the detection of the direct path.
However, in data communication systems, the preamble
signal is used for initial access, synchronization and chan-
nel estimation. To optimize the spectral efficiency in cel-
lular networks, the overhead of such training has to be as
low as possible to reduce the corresponding redundancy
as long as the quality of service requirements are achieved.
On the contrary, for positioning systems it is desired to
have as long preamble as possible to provide large cor-
relation gain for good timing estimation. To address the
aforementioned challenges, we propose a new direct path
detection scheme based on multipath interference cance-
lation and data-aided method in the following sections.

Proposed direct path detection scheme
Iterative estimator for joint channel estimation and data
detection
In traditional communication systems, the channel esti-
mate can be achieved by solely exploiting the preamble
signal using a least square (LS) estimator when channel
statistics are unknown and the channel is treated as a
deterministic parameter [35],

ĥ′ = (
PHP

)−1 PHyp, (7)

However, the accuracy of LS channel estimation (and
hence data detection) is usually not good enough. As our
proposed multipath interference cancelation approach
relies on the performance of the channel estimator, the
improvement given by the proposed approach can be very
limited when the LS estimator is used. We therefore pro-
pose an iterative estimator to provide accurate channel
and data estimation which is of significant importance for
further multipath interference cancelation purpose.
The basic idea of the proposed iterative estimator is

to utilize data decision feedback to virtually extend the
duration of the original preamble signal to refine the
initial channel estimation. We want to use both P and
the unknown XM in (2) instead of only P to improve
the accuracy of channel estimation. An approximation of
XM can be first obtained from the tentative demodulated
OFDM data based on the initial channel estimation given
in (7). However, this approximation is not reliable at the
beginning and can be gradually improved when chan-
nel estimation improves. Hence, an iterative estimator is
needed to progressively provide more accurate channel
estimation. Consequently, the accuracy of both data and
channel will be enhanced simultaneously as the process
is iterated.
The proposed iterative estimator is described as follows:

Step 1. Initial Channel Estimation
Set the iteration index i = 0. Initial channel
estimation will be derived solely from the original
multiplexed preamble signal. Without the
subsequent OFDM data, the received signal now is

yp = Ph′ + w. (8)

The LS estimator can be used to obtain the channel
estimation since no channel statistics information is
required,

ĥ′(i) = (
PHP

)−1 PHyp. (9)
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The variance of the estimation error can be used as a
criterion to evaluate the performance of the LS
estimator,

σ 2
�h = 1

L′ tr
(
E
[{

ĥ′(i) − h′}H {ĥ′(i) − h′}])

= 1
L′ tr

(
E
[(
PHP

)−1 PHwwHP
(
PHP

)−1])
= σ 2

n
L′ tr

((
PHP

)−1)
= 1

p
σ 2
n . (10)

It should be mentioned that the accuracy of the
initial estimation is limited by the length of the
preamble. Therefore, the performance of multipath
interference cancelation will be dramatically
degraded if a short preamble is used.

Step 2. Iterative Procedure
The OFDM signal in frequency domain is equalized
with the tentative channel estimation from the
previous step,

X̃(i) = DFT
{
yd
}

DFT
{
ĥ′(i)

} . (11)

Make hard decisions based on the equalizer output
and denote it by X̂(i). Now the transmitted signal in
time domain can be re-modulated using the
decisioned data,

x̂(i) = IDFT
{
X̂(i)

}
. (12)

The following matrix is constructed,

X̂(i)
M =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x̂(i)
0 x̂(i)

N−1 · · · x̂(i)
N−L′+1

x̂(i)
1 x̂(i)

0 · · · x̂(i)
N−L′+2

...
...

...
x̂(i)
N−1 x̂(i)

N−2 · · · x̂(i)
N−L′

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (13)

Consequently, we formulate a hybrid matrix which
consists of the preamble and the demodulated data,

Â(i) =
[
PT X̂(i)T

M

]T
. (14)

The channel estimate then is updated by

ĥ′(i+1) =
(
(Â(i))HÂ(i)

)−1
(Â(i))Hy, (15)

where we have defined y �
[
yTp yTd

]T
.

Set iteration index i = i + 1. The updated channel esti-
mate is subsequently used for the next round of data
demodulation. As the above process is iterated, the chan-
nel and data estimation are progressively enhanced. Step
2 is repeated until the automatic stopping criterion is ful-
filled. The characteristics of the iterative estimator and
the automatic stopping criterion will be derived in the
subsequent analysis.

Automatic stopping criterion design
Due to the limited battery life of the mobile devices, an
automatic stopping criterion is proposed to terminate the
iterative process as early as possible to avoid unneces-
sary computations while the user-specified requirement is
achieved.
Before deriving the stopping criterion, it is necessary to

study the variance of the estimation error of the iterative
process. In [36], the authors analyzed the performance of
an iterative channel estimation and multiuser detection in
multipath DS-CDMA channels with BPSKmodulation. In
this article, we extend the analysis to the proposed iter-
ative estimator in OFDM-based communication system
with MPSK modulation. We use both time and frequency
domains’ signals analysis to derive a semi-analytical result
of the estimation error. Based on the result, the conditions
of convergence and an automatic stopping criterion is also
derived. Therefore, the analysis in this article represents
a more general structure of the iterative channel estima-
tor in communication systems. Given (15), the expression
of the estimation error is straightforward to obtain (note
that the superscript i denoting the iteration time has been
dropped for simplicity, unless otherwise stated),

�h =
(
ÂHÂ

)−1
ÂHy − h′

=
(
ÂHÂ

)−1
ÂH�Ah′ +

(
ÂHÂ

)−1
ÂHw

= �hf + �hw, (16)

where

�A � A − Â =
[

P
XM

]
−
[

P
X̂M

]
=
[
0p×L′
�XM

]
.

The terms �hf and �hw denote the estimation error
caused by data decision feedback errors and AWGN,
respectively. In (16), the approximation holds that(
ÂHÂ

)−1 ≈ IL′/(p+N)when (p+N) � L′ and therefore,
the variance of �hw can be obtained by

σ 2
�hw = 1

L′ tr
(
E
[
�hw�hHw

])
= 1

p + N
σ 2
n , (17)
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For �hf , it is more difficult to determine its variance
since it consists of the unknown data decision errors and
the impact of the multipath channel.We can first write the
variance as follows

σ 2
�hf = 1

L′ tr
(
E
[
�hf �hHf

])
= 1

(p + N)2L′ tr
(
E
[
ÂH�Ah′h′H�AHÂ

])
.(18)

Since ÂH�A can be equivalently expressed as

ÂH�A =
[
PH X̂H

M

] [ 0p×L′
�XM

]
= X̂H

M�XM. (19)

By substituting (19) into (18), (18) can further be arranged
as

σ 2
�hf = 1

(p + N)2L′ tr
(
E
[
X̂H
M�XMh′h′H�XH

MX̂M
])

= 1
(p + N)2L′ tr

(
E
[
�̂

HFHNFN��h′h′H��HFHNFN �̂
])

= 1
(p + N)2L′ tr

(
E
[
�̂

H
��h′h′H��H�̂

])
, (20)

where FN represents the DFT transform matrix with its
element [FN ]n,k = ej

2πkn
N /

√
N . �̂ is the frequency domain

version of X̂M with its element
[
�̂
]
n,k

= X̂(n−k)N . �� is
the frequency domain version of �XM with its element
[��]n,k = �X(n−k)N . An semi-analytical expression of
(20) is derived in the Appendix and can be represented by

σ 2
�hf = 4 sin2 (π/M)Pe

p + N
+ |G|2

L′

≈ 4 sin2 (π/M)Pe
p + N

, (21)

whereM is the modulation order and Pe denotes the sym-
bol error rate (SER) of the data detection results from the
iterative estimator. The definition of G can also be referred
to the Appendix. The overall variance of the estimation
error can thus be written as

σ 2
�h = σ 2

�hf + σ 2
�hw

= 4 sin2 (π/M)Pe
p + N

+ |G|2
L′ + 1

p + N
σ 2
n

≈ 4 sin2 (π/M)Pe
p + N

+ 1
p + N

σ 2
n . (22)

The following remarks are of interest:

1. The iterative estimator with data decision feedback
should only be used along with the preamble if the
resulting variance of channel estimation error is

smaller than that obtained during the initial
estimation. Based on (9) and (22), it is easy to check
that Pe max, the maximum Pe, that assure the
performance improvement when the iterative
estimator is used, can be determined by

4 sin2 (π/M)Pe
p + N

+ 1
p + N

σ 2
n ≤ 1

p
σ 2
n , (23)

which results in

Pe max = Nσ 2
n

4 sin2 (π/M) p
.

2. It can also be seen from (22) that Pe is a function of
the variance of the channel estimation error at the
symbol detector, and can be given by

Pe = f
(
σ 2

�h
)
, (24)

where the function f can be determined using
computer simulations. f (x) is a monotonous
increasing function of x within a close interval[
0, σ 2

�h max
]
. Therefore, at the i th iteration, P(i)

e can
be given by

P(i)
e ≈ f

(
D0 + D1P(i−1)

e

)
, (25)

where

D0 = 1
p + N

σ 2
n

D1 = 4 sin2 (π/M)

p + N
.

For the convergence problem, a reasonably good
initial channel estimation where only the preamble is
used is necessary to guarantee the convergence of the
iterative estimator described in (25). Although it is
very difficult to derive the analytical results of the
iterative process, e.g., estimation error and
convergence. We therefore derive a semi-analytical
result of the estimation error in (21) and based on
which, we can also derive the initial conditions on
the channel estimation and SER for the convergence
purpose. These conditions are very important and
can be used to evaluate the convergence of a given
communication system when particular system
configuration such as preamble structure, channel
estimation algorithm and modulation scheme is
pre-defined. In the following, we denote the variance
of the channel estimation error of the initialization
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stage by σ 2
�h(0) and it must satisfy the following

conditions:

• σ 2
�h(0) is located in the interval

[
0, σ 2

�h max
]
,

namely

σ 2
�h(0) < σ 2

�h max. (26)

This condition ensures a reasonably good
initialization performance of the iterative
estimator.

• The variance of the channel estimation error
should decrease with an increase in the number
of iterations, namely

f
(
σ 2

�h(0)
)

<
σ 2

�h(0) − D0

D1
. (27)

This condition ensures that the iterative
estimator does not diverge.

3. Assuming the convergence of the iterative estimator
in reasonable conditions, (22) implies that

σ 2
�h → σ 2

n
p + N

, (28)

almost surely, as Pe → 0. It should be mentioned
that this bias cannot be removed when the length of
the preamble and the OFDM data symbol is finite
and it serves as a lower bound of the iterative
estimator. In fact, Pe is dependent on SNR and
therefore this bias vanishes as SNR→ ∞.

Based on the convergence analysis of the iterative esti-
mator, an automatic stopping criterion can be derived.
Consider the relative estimation error between consecu-
tive two iterations at the ith iteration,

E =
∥∥∥ĥ′(i) − ĥ′(i−1)∥∥∥∥∥∥ĥ′(i−1)∥∥∥

=
∥∥∥(ĥ′(i) − h

)
−
(
ĥ′(i−1) − h

)∥∥∥∥∥∥ĥ′(i−1)∥∥∥
=
∥∥�h(i) − �h(i−1)∥∥∥∥∥ĥ(i−1)

∥∥∥ , (29)

the iterative process is terminated if the following crite-
rion is fulfilled,

E ≤ ε, (30)

where ε is a user-defined threshold factor depending on
the tolerable performance degradation of the receiver.
As a small ε that results in less performance degrada-
tion is often associated with large number of iterations
and vice versa. Therefore, we simulate the performance
of the iterative estimator with different threshold factors
and it will be discussed in Section ‘Conclusion’. In real-
time application, a tuneable threshold selection device
can be equipped such that the user is flexible to adjust
the threshold according to its required performance and
power condition.

Proposed direct path detection method
Given the channel estimation results from the iterative
estimator, the significant paths which introduce domi-
nant interference to the direct path detection can be
determined based on the estimated channel. We use a
threshold-based method to select the significant paths.
Since the practical multipath channels often show some
level of sparsity, where very limited channel paths carry
significant energy. Usually the total AWGN perturbation
from those nonsignificant paths (zero paths) is much
higher than the channel energy carried by them. There-
fore, choosing a relative high threshold can successfully
reject those nonsignificant paths while detecting most of
the significant paths.
From [37], we can first detect the strongest path from

the estimated channel by

ĥ′max = max{ĥ′l, i = 0, . . . , L′ − 1}. (31)

Then the significant paths can be obtained by

h̃′l =
{
ĥ′l, if |ĥ′l| > η|ĥ′max|
0, otherwise. (32)

The signal components of the selected paths can be
reconstructed using the regenerated OFDM data from the
iterative estimator and removed from the received signal,

ŷp = yp − Ph̃′, (33)

ŷd = yd − X̂Mh̃′, (34)

where ŷp and ŷd denote the interference-suppressed signal
corresponding to the preamble and OFDM data, respec-
tively.
As we discussed, the preamble for data communica-

tions is originally designed to have short duration. In
order to enhance the peak gain for direct path detection,
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we also incorporate the data-aided method. An enhanced
preamble is formulated by

p̂ = [
p, x̂

]
. (35)

By utilizing the interference-suppressed signal and the
enhanced preamble, the new correlation-based estimator
is then formulated as follows,

corr
(
p̂, ŷ
)
m ≡

N+p−1∑
n=0

ŷn+mp̂∗
n. (36)

This correlation output can provide significantly higher
peak gain due to the use of the virtually extended sig-
nal template which consists of the original template and a
“dirty template” from data detection results. Furthermore,
the impact of the overlay multipath signal components are
mitigated.
The earliest correlation peak that exceeds a particu-

lar threshold can be considered as the direct propagation
path and its timing index is straightforward to be con-
verted to the TOA estimation. Details of the selection of
the threshold can be found in [24].
Remark.Note the above method performs well in dense

multipath environments, especially in non-line-of-sight
conditions [2,38-41], where the strength of direct path is
significantly lower than the LPs. However, in the pres-
ence of line-of-sight propagation (strong direct path), the
strength of the direct path can be strong w.r.t. the LPs.
In this case, the signal component of the direct path
may also be mitigated during the multipath interference
cancelation stage. We therefore propose the following
algorithm to adapt the proposed method to the dynamic
wireless propagation environments, ranging from non-
line-of-sight condition to line-of-sight condition.

Algorithm 1 Proposed direct path detection algorithm for
dynamic propagation environments
Input: Received signals yp and yd.
Output: Time index of the direct pathm0.
begin

1. Perform the iterative estimator using (7) to (15), and
obtain the estimated channel ĥ′ and data x̂;

2. Select the significant paths based on ĥ′ according to
the proposed direct path detection method;

2.1 Detect the strongest path from the estimated
channel using (31) and determine the
threshold factor η according to the method
in [37];

2.2 Select the significant paths using (32);
2.3 Record the time index of the first selected

significant path, and denote it by k = m0;

3. Perform multipath interference cancelation and
direct path detection using (31) to (36);

3.1 Mitigate multipath interference using (33);
3.2 Adopt data-aided method in (35);
3.3 Detect the direct path based on (36), and

record the time index of the detected peak
k = m′

0;

ifm′
0 = ∅ then // No peak selected after

interference cancelation

k = m0;

else

ifm′
0 < m0 then // A peak prior tom0 is

detected after interference
cancelation

k = m′
0;

else

k = m0;

end

end

Performance analysis of the proposed direct path
detectionmethod
To show the superiority of the proposed approach, we
evaluate the SINR of the correlation output in (36) of the
proposed method and compare it with (6).
Assuming the first detected peak at the time indexm =

m0 corresponds to the direct propagation path, we can
write the correlation output in (36) as follows,

Corr(ŷ, p̂)m0 =
p−1∑
n=0

ŷpn+m0
a∗
n︸ ︷︷ ︸

Preamble

+
N−1∑
n=0

ŷdn+m0
x̂∗
n︸ ︷︷ ︸

OFDMsignal

= DP + DS, (37)

where DP and DS denote the contributions of the pream-
ble andOFDMdata, respectively.We can further writeDP
andDS as

DP =
p−1∑
n=0

⎛
⎝L−1∑

l=0
hla(n−l+m0)p −

∑
l∈RS

ĥla(n−l+m0)p + wn+m0

⎞
⎠ a∗

n

= ph0︸︷︷︸
Peak

+
∑
l∈RS

Cl�hl + wn+m0a∗
n

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Noise

, (38)
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DS =
N−1∑
n=0

⎛
⎝L−1∑

l=0
hlx(n−l+m0)N −

∑
l∈Rs

ĥlx̂(n−l+m0)N + wn+m0

⎞
⎠ x̂∗

n

=
N−1∑
n=0

x(n+m0)N x̂
∗
nh0︸ ︷︷ ︸

Peak

+
N−1∑
n=0

∑
l∈RS

(
�hlx(n−l+m0)N x̂

∗
n+hl�x(n−l+m0)N x̂

∗
n
)+wn+m0 x̂∗

n

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Noise

.

(39)

Note that in the subsequent analysis, we let m0 =
0 and drop the operation of modulo (·)p and (·)N for
mathematical notation simplicity. The peak signal can be
represented by summing the corresponding components
ofDP andDS,

P = ph0 +
N−1∑
n=0

xnx̂∗
nh0. (40)

The subsequent analysis are based on the following con-
ditions:

• The OFDM time-domain data {xn} and the
regenerated data

{
x̂n
}
are mutually independent for

different n and therefore it is also easy to show that
E
[
�xmx̂∗

n
] = 0 and E

[
�xm�x∗

n
] = 0 ifm �= n;

• The channel taps {hl} are independent complex
Gaussian random variables with zero mean and
variance σ 2

l and mutually independent of the channel
estimation errors {�hl}. Also,∑L−1

l=0 σ 2
l = 1;

• For analytical simplicity, we assume that the LPs
mitigated by the proposed method carry most of
channel energy such that

∑
l∈RS

σ 2
l ≈ 1.

The average power of the peak P can be obtained by

σ 2
P = E

[|h0|2]E
⎡
⎣∣∣∣∣∣p +

N−1∑
n=0

xnx̂∗
n

∣∣∣∣∣
2⎤⎦

= σ 2
0

(
p2 + p

N−1∑
n=0

E
[
xnx̂∗

n
]+ p

N−1∑
n=0

E
[
x∗
nx̂n
]

+E

⎡
⎣∣∣∣∣∣

N−1∑
n=0

xnx̂∗
n

∣∣∣∣∣
2⎤⎦
⎞
⎠

= σ 2
0

(
p2 + 2pN� {rx,x̂}+

N−1∑
n=0

E
[
|xn|2

∣∣x̂n∣∣2]

+
(
N
2

)
r2x,x̂

)

= σ 2
0

(
p2 + 2pN� {rx,x̂}+ N +

(
N
2

)
r2x,x̂

)
, (41)

where

rx,x̂ � E
[
xnx̂∗

n
]
.

Similarly, the noise term associated with the peak can be
written by

I =
∑
l∈RS

[
�hl

(
Cl +

N−1∑
n=0

x(n−l)x̂∗
n

)
hl

N−1∑
n=0

�x(n−l)x̂∗
n

]
+W ,

(42)

where W = ∑p−1
n=0 wna∗

n +∑N−1
n=0 wnx̂∗

n and have the distribu-
tion,

W ∼ N
(
0, (N + p − 1)σ 2

n
)
.

Considering the above conditions and assumptions, we
can derive the average power of I by

σ 2
I =

∑
l∈RS

E
[|�hl|2

]
E

⎡
⎣∣∣∣∣∣Cl +

N−1∑
n=0

xn−l x̂∗
n

∣∣∣∣∣
2⎤⎦

+
∑
l∈RS

E
[|hl|2]E

⎡
⎣∣∣∣∣∣

N−1∑
n=0

�xn−l x̂∗
n

∣∣∣∣∣
2⎤⎦+ E

[|W|2]

= Mσ 2
�h

(
C2
l +

N−1∑
n=0

E
[∣∣xn−l

∣∣2]E
)

+
∑
l∈RS

σ 2
l

(N−1∑
n=0

E
[∣∣�xn−l

∣∣2]E [∣∣x̂n∣∣2]
)

+ E
[|W|2]

= (
C2
l + N

)
Mσ 2

�h + Nr�x,�x + (N + p)σ 2
n , (43)

whereM is the number of mitigated LPs and

r�x,�x = E
[|�x|2] . (44)

Based on the results of (41) and (43), the SINR of the
proposed direct path detection is given by

SINRPRO = σ 2
P

σ 2
I

=

(
p2+2pN� {rx,x̂}+N+

(
N
2

)
r2x,x̂

)
(
C2
l +N

)
Mσ 2

�h+Nr�x,�x+(N+p)σ 2
n

σ 2
0 .

(45)

Equation (45) is quite complicated as it consists of too
many parameters. To be more intuitive, we can make the
following simplification given some practical considera-
tions. For practical communication systems where error
correction coding is adopted, we can obtain accurate data
detection and hence regeneration, e.g., x̂n ≈ xn. With the
accurate estimation of the data, we have

rx,x̂ → 1,
r�x,�x → 0.
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Therefore, (45) can be simplified by

SINRPRO ≈ (N + p)2σ 2
0

(N + 1)Mσ 2
�h + Nσ 2

n
. (46)

Recall the SINR of the conventional correlation-based
estimator in (6), the SINR gain provided by the proposed
method can be represented by,

G = SINRPRO
SINRcorr

=
(
N + p

p

)2 ∑L−1
l=1 σ 2

l + pσ 2
n

(N + 1)Mσ 2
�h + (N + p)σ 2

n

=
(
N + p

p

)2 1 + p σ 2
n∑L−1

l=1 σ 2
l

(N + 1)M σ 2
�h∑L−1

l=1 σ 2
l

+ (N + p) σ 2
n∑L−1

l=1 σ 2
l

,

(47)

where the term σ 2
n /
∑L−1

l=1 σ 2
l can be approximated to the

inverse SNR due to the weak strength of the direct path.
The term σ 2

�h/
∑L−1

l=1 σ 2
l is significantly smaller than the

inverse SNR and therefore neglected. An upper bound of
the SINR gain is given by

G =
(
N + p

p

)2 1 + p/SNR
(N + p)/SNR

= N + p
p2

SNR + N + p
p

. (48)

Since we have N 	 p, significant SINR gain can be
expected. This conclusion will be further verified through
computer simulations in the following section.

Simulation results and discussions
Numerical simulations have been carried out to quantify
the performance of each block of the proposed system
as well as the overall system. The demonstration system
considered is an OFDM-base communication system with
total number of subcarriers 512 and CP ratio of 1/16.
The preamble signal is an m-sequence with length 15.
The modulation scheme is 4-QAM. We consider three
different propagation scenarios. 8-tap multipath channels
with each path independently Rayleigh fading. The aver-
age power delay profiles are reported in Table 1. Channel
I is a modified 3GPP-LTE Extended Pedestrian A (EPA)
channel model [42] where the strongest direct path has
been replaced by a significantly weaker path, represent-
ing the obstruction in dense multipath environments. The
power of the direct path is set to around 20 dB below
the strongest LP. Channel II is a variation of Channel I

Table 1 Average power delay profiles of multipath
channels

Normalized path delay Channel I Channel II Channel III

Average power (dB)

0 −21.4 −12.8 −21.4

1 −1.7 −1.9 −0.032

2 −5.1 −5.3 0

3 −20.5 −20.7 0

7 −24.1 −24.3 0

with a stronger direct path. Channel III has a very short
delay spread which is close to AWGN case. It should be
noted that the propagation environments considered in
this section are just several specific examples since our
purpose is to verify the performance of the proposed
algorithm in dense multipath environments.

Performance of the joint iterative estimator
We first evaluate the performance of the joint itera-
tive estimator in Section ‘Iterative estimator for joint
channelestimation and data detection’. The mean square
error (MSE) of channel estimation is simulated under
Channel I and plotted in Figure 2. It can be observed
that the accuracy of channel estimation improves with an
increase in the number of iterations. The iterative estima-
tor converges rapidly and in fact only a marginal improve-
ment can be found between the two iterations and three
iterations. It is shown that only one iteration is needed
to achieve the lower bound at high SNRs. The reason is
that the improvement in MSE depends on the reliability
of data detection results as derived in (22). At extremely
low SNRs, the SER of iterative estimator is significantly
high such that the data-aided method can be deteriorated
by the large portion of data decision errors. Therefore,
only limited improvement can be achieved over the pre-
vious iteration. On the contrary, at high SNRs where we
can assume accurate or near-perfect data detection, a
perfect enhanced preamble can be constructed from the
initial estimation such that only one iteration is sufficient
to achieve the lower bound. The characteristics of the
iterative estimator indicates a good agreement with the
theoretical analysis. Therefore, an automatic stopping cri-
terion is needed especially for the battery-poweredmobile
devices to control the number of iterations in order to
avoid unnecessary computation.
The SER of data detection of the iterative estimator

under Channel I and Channel III is shown in Figure 3.
Good SER performance can be achieved with only 1 iter-
ation under both channel conditions. The performance
under Channel III serves as a benchmark due to its short
maximum delay spread and therefore the performance
is close to one-tap channel. As for Channel II, the SER
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Figure 2Mean square error of channel estimation of the iterative estimator for the OFDM systemwith 4-QAMmodulation under Channel
I. The label “0 iteration” indicates that the initial estimation given by (7). The lower bound is achieved when the transmitted OFDM data is perfectly
detected and regenerated.

can achieve 10−3 at approximately 25 dB. Furthermore,
the SERs in Figure 3 can be further reduced by the use
of error correction coding in practical communication
systems. Therefore, it can be demonstrated that the iter-
ative estimator is capable of providing accurate channel
and data estimation results for multipath interference
cancelation purpose.

The MSE of the iterative estimator has been analyzed
as a monotonous function of the SER. To verify the the-
oretical results, we substitute the SERs from simulations
(the red solid curve in Figure 3) into (21) and obtain the
corresponding theoretical MSE. It is compared with the
simulated MSE in Figure 4. The observation implies that
the theoretical results match the simulation results well.
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Figure 3 Symbol error rate of the iterative estimator for the OFDM systemwith 4-QAMmodulation under Channel I and Channel III.
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Figure 4 Comparison between simulations and theoretical values of MSE versus SER.

Impact of the automatic stopping criterion design
The impact of the threshold factor ε in (29) is evalu-
ated. The MSE degradation of different threshold factors
is shown in Figure 5 and compared with 10 iterations. It
can be found that the lower threshold we set, the better
MSE we can achieve. Consequently, the lower threshold
also requires more computations as shown in Figure 6.
The threshold factor ε = 0.001 leads to more than 6

iterations at low SNRs and 2 iterations at high SNRs. How-
ever, only 1 iteration is needed for ε = 0.1 throughout the
whole SNR range.

Performance of the proposed direct path detectionmethod
The SINR of the direct path detection under Chan-
nel I and Channel II is shown in Figure 7. Due to the
weak strength of the direct path, the SINR is extremely
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Figure 5Mean square error of channel estimation of the iterative estimator with different stopping criterion thresholds. The performance
is simulated under Channel I. The MSE after 10 iterations is also presented as benchmark.
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Figure 6 The average number of iterations with different stopping criterion thresholds.

low for both propagation scenarios with the use of the
conventional correlation-based estimator. It is obvious
that such as a low SINR level cannot achieve accept-
able accuracy of the direct path detection. However,
as analyzed in Section ‘Performance analysis of the
proposed direct path detection method’, the SINR signif-
icantly improves with the proposed detection algorithm
using the multipath interference cancelation and data-

aided methods. With as few as one iteration of the itera-
tive estimator, the interference components from the LPs
can already be largely removed from the received signal.
Results show that our proposed techniques can achieve
approximately 20 and 16 dB gain over the conventional
scheme under Channel I and Channel II, respectively. In
practical indoor or urban environments, the channel con-
ditions can be much better than these specific models and
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MIC + DA 0 iteration
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Figure 7 Comparison of SINR between the poposed direct path detection method and the classical correlation-based estimator. Channel I
and Channel II are considered. The label “Classical” indicates the classical correlation-based estimator. The label “MIC+DA” represents the proposed
algorithm using multipath interference cancelation and data-aided method.
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therefore higher SINR can be expected. For example, in
[43], the author pointed out that the penetration loss can
vary around 10 dB for typical urban office buildings. In
this case, the proposedmethod is capable of providing suf-
ficient gain to overcome the severe attenuation in dense
multipath environments.
The error probability of the direct path detection under

Channel I and Channel II is shown in Figure 8. Since it
has been proved that the error probability of the direct
path detection is a monotonous function of the SINR.
As expected, the error probability is substantially reduced
by using the proposed method. Again, the performance
of the proposed method in these extremely bad environ-
ments also demonstrates its feasibility and effectiveness in
practical conditions.

Performance of TOA-based positioning system using the
proposedmethod
We now study the impact of our proposed algorithm
on TOA-based positioning system under a more realistic
signal propagation scenario. We evaluate the root mean
square error (RMSE) of the TOA estimation with different
strength of the direct path. A 60-tap multipath channel is
adopted where four LPs are randomly generated in the tap
range of [ 20, 59]. Different strength of the direct path is
considered and labeled in the figure. The average power of
the LPs is also randomly chosen and normalized to 1−σ 2

0 ,
where σ 2

0 is the average power of the direct path. To obtain

the initial channel estimation, the duration of the pream-
ble is also increased to 63 samples. The unit of the root
mean square error of the TOA is normalized to the sample
period. From Figure 9, a significant gain of the proposed
method over the conventional estimator is observed in all
cases. The TOA estimation error is less than one sample at
high SNRs with the proposed detection method. Further-
more, as expected, the gap between the proposed method
and the conventional estimator becomes smaller as the
strength of the direct path increases.
Numerical results of the TOA-based positioning sys-

tem using our proposed algorithm are shown in Figure 10.
The simulation environment of the TOA-based posi-
tioning system is shown in Figure 11. Four synchro-
nized reference stations are assumed to be located at
(0, 0), (0, 500), (500, 0) and (500, 500) (in meters). This is
based on the well-known fact that placing the reference
stations along the boundary of the location area provides
better performance. The receiver location is randomly
generated in the location area. The 3-D coordinates of the
receiver are calculated by solving the following nonlinear
equation system:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(t1 − �t) c =
√

(xr − x1)2 + (yr − y1)2 + (zr − z1)2

(t2 − �t) c =
√

(xr − x2)2 + (yr − y2)2 + (zr − z2)2

(t3 − �t) c =
√

(xr − x3)2 + (yr − y3)2 + (zr − z3)2

(t4 − �t) c =
√

(xr − x4)2 + (yr − y4)2 + (zr − z4)2,

(49)
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Figure 8 Comparison of error probability of the direct path detection between the proposed direct path detection method and the
classical correlation-based estimator. Channel I and Channel II are considered. The labels have the same meanings as those in Figure 7.
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Figure 9 Comparison of root mean square error of the TOA estimation between the proposedmethod and the classical correlation-based
estimator under a realistic signal propagation scenario.

where ti is the relative signal propagation time from the
ith reference station to the receiver which can be obtained
by the proposed algorithm and �t is the timing differ-
ence between the unknown reference stations’ network
time and the receiver’s local clock, The propagationmodel
in Figure 9 is used. The sample period is assumed to
be 5 ns such that the maximum channel delay spread is
around 300 ns [43]. The average power of the direct path is
−21 dB and the SNR 15 dB. Each circle or star represents

one round of location process (Stars are the results of
the proposed algorithm). Figure 10 shows the distance
between the estimation and the true location (origin of
the coordinates) of the receiver. The simulation results
indicate that the accuracy of the TOA-based position-
ing system using the proposed direct propagation path
detection algorithm is within several meters while for the
positioning system based on the conventional estimator,
this value is as large as thirty meters.
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Figure 10 Numerical results of the TOA-based positioning system using the proposed direct path detection method. The location area is a
square with dimensions of 500 × 500 m2.
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Figure 11 TOA-based positioning system using four synchronized reference stations in typical indoor office environment.

Conclusion
A new direct path detection method using multipath in-
terference cancelation scheme for TOA estimation is
proposed for wireless communication-based positioning
systems. Based on the channel estimation and data detec-
tion results provided by the proposed iterative estimator,
the interference from later arriving multipath compo-
nents is reconstructed and removed from the original
received signal. Performance of the proposed algorithm
is evaluated through mathematical analysis and computer
simulations. It is shown that the proposed algorithm
is capable of improving the performance of direct path
detection substantially with low complexity in dense
multipath environments.

Endnotes
aIn data communication systems, the signal template can
be a training sequence which is originally designed for
multiple access, synchronization or channel estimation
purposes.
bIn [24], the authors demonstrated the error proba-
bility of the direct path detection is a monotonously
decreasing function of the SINR. Therefore, to be
more intuitive, we characterize the performance
of the proposed direct path detection in terms of
the SINR.

Appendix
Derivation of equation (21)
As observed from (20), due to the trace operation, we
only concern the elements on the main diagonal of(
E
[
�̂

H
��h′h′H��H�̂

])
. Thus it can be written in

detail as(
E
[
�̂

H
��h′h′H��H�̂

])
ii

=
N∑
p=1

N∑
q=1

L′−1∑
k=0

× X̂∗
pi�XpkX̂qi�X∗

qk |hk |2.
(50)

It is straightforward to check that for any X̂im, X̂jn,
�Xim and �Xjn, they are mutually independent when
(i,m) �= (j, n), then the expectation of (50) can be subse-
quently obtained by

E
[(

E
[
�̂

H
��h′h′H��H�̂

])
ii

]

=
N∑
p=1

L′−1∑
k=0, k �=i

E
[
X̂∗
pi�XpkX̂pi�X∗

pk

]
E
[|hk|2]

+
N∑
p=1

E
[
X̂∗
pi�XpiX̂pi�X∗

pi

]
E
[|hi|2]

+
Nd∑

p,q=1, p�=q
E
[
X̂∗
pi�XpiX̂qi�X∗

qi

]
E
[|hi|2]

=
N∑
p=1

L′−1∑
k=0, k �=i

E
[∣∣∣X̂pi

∣∣∣2]E [∣∣�Xpk
∣∣2]E [|hk|2]

+
N∑
p=1

E
[∣∣∣X̂pi

∣∣∣2 ∣∣�Xpi
∣∣2]E [|hi|2]

+
N∑

p,q=1, p�=q
E
[
X̂∗
pi�Xpi

]
E
[
X̂qi�X∗

qi

]
E
[|hi|2]

= V1

L−1∑
k=0, k �=i

E
[|hk|2]+ V2E

[|hi|2]+ V3E
[|hi|2] .

(51)

For simplicity, we drop the subscripts and therefore Vi
can be represented as

V1 = V2 = NE
[
|X̂|2

]
· E [|�X|2] (52)

V3 = N(N − 1)
∣∣∣E [X̂∗�X

]∣∣∣2 (53)
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Note the values of Vi may vary depending on the modu-
lation scheme and its corresponding signal constellation.
Let Pe denote the SER of the iterative estimator. We
can make further simplifying assumptions that a near-
est neighbor selection is adopted when making symbol
detection errors. For a particular point in a given signal
constellation, assume that there are m nearest neighbor-
ing points with distance d �

∣∣∣X − X̂
∣∣∣, each equally likely

to occur when an decision error has occurred. We also
assume zero conditional error probability to nonnearest
neighboring points. For instance, if an M-PSK constella-
tion is used, then we have m = 2 and d = 2sin(π/M).
For QPSK constellation, this yields d = √

2. Under these
assumptions, we have

|�X| =
{
0, with probability 1 − Pe,
d, with probability Pe,

(54)

which yields

E
[|�X|2] = d2Pe. (55)

Therefore, V1 and V2 can be finalized by

V1 = V2 = Nd2Pe. (56)

It should be noted that there is no closed form expres-
sion for V3. Therefore, it can only be obtained through
numerical calculations. For instance, for a known M-PSK
constellation A = {αi, i = 0, 1, . . . ,M − 1}, considering
a particular point X = αk , then the erroneous decision
falls into its neighboring points

{
αk−1,αk+1

}
and the cor-

responding set of the error is
{
αk−1 − αk ,αk+1 − αk

}
with

equal probability. Hence, G can be defined as

G = E
[
X̂∗�X

]
=

M−1∑
k=0

{
0.5Peα∗

k−1 · (αk−1 − αk)

+0.5Peα∗
k+1 · (αk+1 − αk)

}
, (57)

consequently, V3 can be achieved by

V3 = N(N − 1)|G|2. (58)

Substituting (51), (56), and (58) into (20) yields

σ 2
�hf = 1

N2L′
L′∑
i=1

(
V1

L−1∑
k=0,k �=i

σ 2
k + V2σ

2
i + V3σ

2
i

)

= 4sin2(π/M)PeNL′ + |G|2N(N − 1)
N2L′ , (59)

Under the assumption that the overhead of the preamble
signal is small, i.e., p 	 N , (59) can be further simplified
to

σ 2
�hf ≈ 4 sin2 (π/M)Pe

N
+ |G|2

L′ . (60)

We also assume amoderate Pe and the last term consisting
of P2e in (60) can be neglected and therefore, (60) can be
further simplified to

σ 2
�hf ≈ 4 sin2 (π/M)Pe

N
. (61)
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